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The purpose of this guide is to help introduce 
users to the web application known as Twitter. 

Though this guide is geared towards beginners 
and new users, those familiar with Twitter may 
find additional benefit.

This guide will cover the basics of Twitter and 
is not meant to be all inclusive. 

This guide is an interactive PDF and is 
meant to be viewed using Adobe Acrobat. To 
download the latest version click here.*

Please enjoy!
*Internet connection needed.

http://get.adobe.com/reader/
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What is                   ?TM

Twitter is a web based communication tool 
used for posting short “status update” like 
messages . . . aka microblogging.

It is a form of online communication where 
one individual broadcasts their thoughts to 
many individuals.

It is a way of sharing and spreading web 
content such as photos, videos, audio, and 
links.

It answers the question, “What’s happening?”

It is a social network where users can 
connect with other users.

It can provide real time accounts and 
information from newsworthy events, crisises, 
or natural disasters.



From the Twitter.com website:

Twitter is a real-time information network powered 
by people all around the world that lets you share and 
discover what’s happening now.

Twitter asks “what’s happening” and makes the answer 
spread across the globe to millions, immediately.

Twitter is the evolution of mobile messaging, not 
replacing SMS, IM, or email but introducing a new 
public dimension to messaging.

The Twitter public timeline shows the latest updates from users. 
This stream of updates, or a listing of updates a user follows, is 
referred to as a “Twitter feed.”

What is                   ?TM

http://twitter.com/public_timeline


What can you do with Twitter?
download music

send email to family & friends

discover interesting web content

retouch digital photos

What is                   ?TMWhat is                   ?
« FoLLoW UP QUeSTIoNS »
Please click on the answer that is most correct.

TM

What is Twitter?
A communication tool

A social network

A way of sharing information

All of the above



What question does Twitter want its users to answer?

What is a Twitter feed?

what’s happening?

a list of Twitter users

where are we?

a stream of updates a Twitter user 
follows

who goes there?

food for Twitter users

why are we here?

Twitter text messages

What is                   ?TMWhat is                   ?
« FoLLoW UP QUeSTIoNS »
Please click on the answer that is most correct.

TM



How Does                 Work?
« PoST UPDATeS »

TM

Users post short and concise updates nicknamed “tweets.” Tweets 
can be about anything and are akin to “status update” like messages 

in other social networks.

Mobile has been in Twitter’s DNA right from the start and the 140 
character limit originated so tweets could be sent as mobile text 

messages which have a limit of 160 characters.

The length of a tweet is limited to 140 characters and as you type 
out your update, a counter displays the number of characters you 

have left as seen in the screenshot below 

Compose your tweet by typing in this box.



How Does                 Work?
« PoST UPDATeS »

TM

All updates are displayed 
on the author’s profile 

page . . .

For example, all recent 
updates from the University 

of Hawaii at  Manoa are 
shown here in its Twitter feed 

on its profile page

. . . and are also 
delivered to the author’s 
subscribers, also known 

as "followers."

http://twitter.com/uhmanoa


How Does                 Work?
« oPeNNeSS »

TM

A very unique aspect to Twitter is the 
“openness” that it affords to users to 

broadcast themselves.

Call it “ambient awareness” or being 
connected to people, but what makes 

Twitter work is users being open to share a 
variety of information with the people that 

follow them and those that they follow.

By default user updates and conversations, 
are public and viewable to anyone online.

Whether it be sharing a funny thought, 
finding out what someone had for lunch, or 

seeing photos of a night out on the town, 
the willingness to share details of day to 

day life is what builds relationships between 
Twitter users. 



How Does                 Work?
« FoLLoW PeoPLe »

TM

Intro808 When a user starts out with Twitter,
they only see their updates in their Twitter feed.
half a minute ago from web

http://twitter.com/Intro808


How Does                 Work?
« FoLLoW PeoPLe »

TM

It is up to each person to decide if they 
find other users interesting enough to

start following.

Following—you see the updates from the 
users that you choose to follow.

Followers—users that choose to see and 
follow your updates.

Hence the titles of “following” and “followers.”

Each profile page shows basic information 
about a particular user such as the number 
of people that a user is following and the 
number of people that are following that 
user. By clicking on these links, users can see a 
complete list of users for each category.

User Name
current # of tweets

X number X number of X
following  followers  listed



How Does                 Work?
« FoLLoW PeoPLe »

TM

Intro808 As a user starts following others, the tweets of 
those that they follow start to appear in their Twitter feed.
half a minute ago from web

Only your tweets and those of the users you follow will appear in your Twitter feed. Updates 
from other users (who you do not follow) are only visible if you visit that user's profile.

http://twitter.com/Intro808/status/9407691441


How Does                 Work?
« FoLLoW UP QUeSTIoNS »
Please click on the letter answer that is most correct.

TM

What is the maximum length
a Twitter update can be?
100 characters

120 characters

140 characters

160 characters

What is following?
Watching all Twitter updates

Reading certain Twitter updates

Choosing to see updates from a particular user

Users that choose to see your updates



How Does                 Work?
« FoLLoW UP QUeSTIoNS »
Please click on the letter answer that is most correct.

TM

What are followers?
Users that watch all Twitter updates

Users that buy into Twitter

Choosing to see updates from a particular user

Users that choose to see your updates

By default, who can see
your Twitter updates?
only your Twitter followers

only Twitter users

Family & friends

everyone



Which of these statements are FALSE:
Updates from every Twitter user appear in your Twitter feed.

Updates from users you follow appear in your Twitter feed.

Your updates appear in your Twitter feed.

Your updates appear in your followers' Twitter feeds.

How Does                 Work?
« FoLLoW UP QUeSTIoNS »
Please click on the letter answer that is most correct.

TM

What are 'tweets?'
Twitter users

Twitter updates

Twitter noises

Bird noises



How Do I Use                 ?
« oN CoMPUTeRS & CeLL PHoNeS »

TM

Twitter users start off using Twitter through 
the website interface by signing in to an 
account at Twitter.com.

Twitter can also be accessed via broadband 
connections through a video game console or 
through SMS on mobile phones.

There are more than 50,000 third party 
Twitter applications that allow users to
access thier accounts on computers and 
mobile phones.

Twitter activity can vary depending on 
where you update from:

Computers: Being stationary, users tend to 
keep up to date on things in their Twitter 
feed, carry on more conversations, and are 
better able to share content.

Cell Phones: Going mobile, users generally 
don't keep track of conversations and 
Twitter feed updates as much, and tend to 
have more spontaneous posts.



How Do I Use                 ?
« START BY FoLLoWING »

TM

A big part of your user experience will 
depend on the type of people you follow.

Having an objective in mind helps when you 
begin following people.

As a general rule follow people if you would 
talk to them in real life.

Think about how you want your Twitter 
experience to be:

Will you use it for news and information 
gathering only?

Will you try to connect to people in your 
field of work?

Always remember that you don’t NeeD to 
follow every profile you come across – you 
only need to follow the people who you find 
interesting and valuable to your everyday life.

Individuals can be notified when another user begins 
following them. A few details such as the other user's 
name, how many people are following them, how many 
updates they have posted, and the number of people 
they are following are disclosed in a short email.



How Do I Use                 ?
« START BY FoLLoWING »

TM

« When starting off with Twitter, 
there is a feature to search through 
email contacts to see who is on 
Twitter.

This is probably the first 
and best place to start off 

as it may identify family, 
friends, and colleagues 

already on Twitter that can 
be followed.

»

http://twitter.com/Intro808/status/9465409810


How Do I Use                 ?
« START BY FoLLoWING »

TM

A number of search tools and directories 
are at your disposal to help you find 
users with similar interests, hobbies, 
professions, or located in the same 
geographic area for you to follow.

Directories such as WeFollow.com have a number of users listed 
in different categories and allow you to browse and search by 
keywords to find users with similar interests (hyperlink active).

Browse Suggestions under the same "Find People" link at the 
top of your profile pages allows you to select the topics you are 
interested in and find people in those categories to follow.

Twitter Search allows you to search any given topic to see who’s 
talking about it and what they have to say (hyperlink active).

http://search.twitter.com/
http://wefollow.com/
http://wefollow.com/


How Do I Use                 ?
« START BY FoLLoWING »

TM

Does the user have an avatar? 
A user’s avatar or “profile picture” is the 
only thing you will see of them on a regular 
basis. Having one shows that the user has 
put some thought into their personality. 
Consider what an avatar (or lack thereof) 
says about this person.

Does the user have profile information?
Unlike other social networks where you can 
enter a lot of information about yourself, 
Twitter's profile fields are limited. The 
information that is there can give you a 
better idea of who the user is, where
they are or from, and a website important
to them.

Look at the content of their updates. 
Are they only promoting or advertising 
something? Is there substance to their 
updates? Do they communicate with people 
that are following them?

Things to consider when deciding who to follow:

http://twitter.com/honadv


How Do I Use                 ?
« SHARING CoNTeNT »

TM

While Twitter can be a powerful 
communication tool, a number of different 
features such as photo/video sharing and 
URL shortening are not integrated into the 
application itself. For these features you have 
to seek out third party websites and services.



How Do I Use                 ?
« SHARING CoNTeNT »

TM Have a picture or video on your computer 
that you want to share in a tweet? There 
are a number of photo and video sharing 
services catered to sharing these types of 
files on Twitter (hyperlink active):

For Photos

For Video

Using any of these applications is fairly similar:

1). Login to the service using your
Twitter.com username and password.

2). Look for a link or field that asks you to
upload your photo or video.

3). once your photo or video has been
uploaded/attached type out a message 
to add with the file you are sharing and 
hit post.

4). Images or video, along with the
accompanying message post directly to 
your Twitter stream. 

These sites integrate with Twitter.com and is 
already linked with your profile information. 
There is nothing new you have to sign up for.

http://www.twitpic.com/
http://www.yfrog.com/
http://www.twitvid.com/


How Do I Use                 ?
« SHARING CoNTeNT »

TM

What's happening?         -9

update

Hey everyone, join me at TCC 2010, April 20-22. For more
information check out the conference website at:
http://tcc.kcc.hawaii.edu/2010/welcome.html

Sharing noteworthy content on Twitter 
is a big part of the service. People often 
decide to follow an individual after they 
find something of value that was shared. 
With the 140 character limit that Twitter 
imposes, adding lengthy URLs might 
seem impossible.

Uh-oh, too many characters!

Don't worry, URL/link shortening can help.



How Do I Use                 ?
« SHARING CoNTeNT »

TM URL/link shortening is a technique on the Internet where a 
provider makes a web page URL available under a shorter 
URL in addition to the original (longer) address. The technique 
of link shortening can provide URLs that are less than 25 
characters in length (depending on which service you use).

What's happening?         14

update

Hey everyone, join me at TCC 2010, April 20-22. For more
information check out the conference website at: http://bit.ly/4Pspyi

 http://bit.ly/4Pspyi

 http://tcc.kcc.hawaii.edu/2010/welcome.html

Check out these sites for help with 
shortening URLs (hyperlink active):

Thanks!

http://tinyurl.com/
http://bit.ly/
http://www.y.ly/


How Do I Use                 ?
« FoLLoW UP QUeSTIoNS »

Please click on the letter answer that is most correct.

TM

How can you access Twitter?
on cell phones

on computers

on video game consoles with broadband

Using 3rd party applications for computers 
and cell phones

All of the above

Why is it important to think 
about who you should follow?
A big part of your user experience will
depend on the people you follow.

Users with more followers are good to follow

You want to follow users who frequently 
post updates

You want to follow users who post a lot of links



How Do I Use                 ?
« FoLLoW UP QUeSTIoNS »

Please click on the letter answer that is most correct.

TM

Email contacts & Twitter directories 
can help you to find who?
Family and friends

Colleagues

People with similar interests/hobbies

People from your geographic area

All of the above

Do you need to follow every user 
that follows you?
Yes

No

only if they are popular

only if they come recommended



How Do I Use                 ?
« FoLLoW UP QUeSTIoNS »

Please click on the letter answer that is most correct.

TM

Services such as TwitPic, yFrog, 
and TwitVid are used for?
Finding Twitter users to follow

Shortening URLs

Alerting a user when someone starts to
follow them

Uploading video or images to share in tweets

What is URL shortening?
A process where you delete part of a URL

Finding a website with a short URL

A practice where a long link can be made 
shorter and retains the original address

Posting a URL link on Twitter



                extras You Should Know
« THe LINGo »

TM

@RePLY
Is a public message sent from one user 
to another, distinguished from normal 

updates by the @username prefix.

Reply publicly to any update on Twitter 
by using the @username format. 

Following a user is not necessary to reply.

Tweets starting with @username are 
replies, and tweets with @username 
elsewhere are considered mentions.

Conversations on Twitter are conveyed 
in this fashion.

Tweeter808 @Intro808 Hey, how's it going? Are you 
getting better with using Twiiter?
10 minutes ago via web

In this @reply, the user Tweeter808 is asking user Intro808 a question.

http://twitter.com/Tweeter808/status/9547352342
http://twitter.com/Tweeter808/status/9547352342


                extras You Should Know
« THe LINGo »

TMDIReCT MeSSAGe
Direct messages (DM for short) are private 

messages sent from one Twitter user to 
another.  Users can only send a direct 

message to a person who follows them.

All of a user's replies and direct messages 
are visible in the @username and Direct 

Messages tabs (respectively) in your home 
page sidebar.

Intro808
5 tweets

Name Intro to Twitter
Location Honolulu, Hawaii
Bio Account created to demonstrate 
Twitter for a master's project.

4  4  0
following  followers  listed

Home

@Intro808

Direct Messages       0

Favorites

Retweets



                extras You Should Know
« THe LINGo »

TMReTWeeT
Retweeting or “RT” allows Twitter users 

to share interesting and noteworthy 
tweets from other users that they follow. 

In essence, you are passing on information 
that someone else has found that you find 

interesting and noteworthy as well.

one benefit of the retweet is that you
may come by information from someone 
who you do not follow through retweets 

by those in your Twitter stream—a 
concept similar to that of receiving 

forwarded email.

There are two types of retweets.

      twitter Life tip #53: Tweet others as you would 
like to be tweeted
2:55 PM Feb 18th via web
Retweeted by you and 100+ others

official Retweets - These are built in to Twitter and are direct quotes of 
the originator of the tweet. Retweets in timelines are distinguished by the 
retweet icon (      ) next to the author's picture. When someone you follow 
retweets, you’ll see the original tweet and a picture of the tweet’s original 
author, with the retweeter’s name below.

Tweeter808 RT @808now: What have you all seen 
from 10 years ago that differs in Local news now? 
Me: Lots of new reporters.
2 minutes ago via web

Custom retweets - These are tweets that are manually copied and may 
not be direct quotes. Custom retweets come from those you follow, usually 
indicated by "RT," and cite the original author with @username. Custom 
retweets may be edited as well to include commentary by the retweeter as 
an added level of communication.

http://twitter.com/twitter/status/9305561509
http://twitter.com/twitter/status/9305561509
http://twitter.com/Tweeter808/status/9557122691
http://twitter.com/Tweeter808/status/9557122691


                extras You Should Know
« THe LINGo »

TM#HASHTAG
Developed by the Twitter community, 

hashtags are a way of grouping tweets 
related to the same subject, topic, or event. 

Hashtags have the 'hash' or 'pound' symbol 
"#" preceding the tag, like so:  #hashtag.

Hashtags can occur anywhere in the tweet 
and all you have to do to create one is to 

add the ‘#’ to the beginning of a word.

By including a hashtag in your tweet, any 
time a search is done on that hashtag or 

topic, your tweet should show up.

Hashtag show up as links within your 
timeline and when clicked on bring up the 

most recent tweets using that hashtag.
TReNDS
Trends or items that are ‘trending’ on Twitter refer to topics or 
key words that are gathering the most amount of tweets on 
Twitter at that moment. Trending topics can usually be found 
on the Twitter login page (see above) or in your homepage 
sidebar. Clicking on any of those terms will bring up a Twitter 
stream listing all tweets using that word.

http://twitter.com/


                extras You Should Know
« GooD eTIQUeTTe »

TM

Create a user friendly ID 

A good first choice for your Twitter 
ID should be your name. However, 
if you are uncomfortable using 
your name or if it is taken, go with 
something that is similar or another 
handle others know you by. Watch 
out for having too long a name. 
The longer your name, the more 
characters you take away from 
reply and mention tweets.

Multiple Tweets

With Twitter’s brevity, posting 
a stream of 3-4 tweets in quick 
succession can be frowned upon. 
If a message can’t be contained 
in a singular tweet, you should 
seek other avenues for expression 
such as blog posts, email, or chat 
communication. 

engage with Your Network

Don’t be afraid to respond to 
replies from those that are 
following you or reply to tweets 
from those that you follow. Social 
networking is all about being social.



                extras You Should Know
« GooD eTIQUeTTe »

TM

Character Tips

Don’t start posts with “I am.” It’s 
ok to answer or respond with 
fragments in a conversation or 
when starting a post.

Use proper capitalization and basic 
punctuation.

Don’t use abbreviations such 
as 4U and L8 or other short 
form abbreviations used for text 
messaging or chatting. 

Shorthand symbols such as >,  =, &, 
and @ are ok to use.

Use numerals, not words, for all 
numbers.

Reading Tweets

You do not have to read every 
tweet. When you first start out it 
might be easy for you to read every 
tweet in your feed as you might 
not be following to many people. 
However, as time goes on and the 
number of people you follow grows, 
reading every tweet may become 
time consuming.
Log in, read a few recent tweets, 
and continue on.

Replies, Mentions, and Messages

Don’t feel obligated to respond 
to every reply, mention, or direct 
message you receive. Do so at your 
own discretion. 

It’s okay to @reply someone a 
question vs direct message, especially 
if it’s an idea where others might 
weigh in. It’s better to direct message 
someone if you’re having a very 
focused, personal conversation.



                extras You Should Know
« FoLLoW UP QUeSTIoNS »
Please click on the letter answer that is most correct.

TM

What is an @reply?
A Twitter conversation

A public message sent from one user to another

A public message sent from one user to
another, distinguished from normal updates 
by the @username prefix

A way of grouping tweets related to the 
same subject, topic, or event

A retweet . . .
Is a way to spread information through the 
Twitter network

Comes in two different types: official and custom

Allows Twitter users to share tweets from 
other users that they follow for others to see

All of the above



What is a hashtag?
A private message sent to another Twitter user

A way of grouping tweets related to the 
same topic and start with ‘#’

A public reply sent from one user to another 
by the @username prefix

A topic that is garnering a lot of tweets
on Twitter

Why is it frowned upon to post 
3-4 tweets in quick succession?
By nature Twitter updates are meant to be 
short and concise

Your followers will not be able to read all your 
tweets if there are too many

Updating too quickly will max out your account

It is oK to post 3-4 tweets in quick succession

                extras You Should Know
« FoLLoW UP QUeSTIoNS »
Please click on the letter answer that is most correct.

TM



                extras You Should Know
« FoLLoW UP QUeSTIoNS »
Please click on the letter answer that is most correct.

TM

How can you make the most of 
140 characters?
Use numerals and not words for numbers

Don’t start updates with ‘I am’

Use shorthand symbols such as >,  =, &, and @

All of the above

Why is it suggested that you do 
not have to read every tweet?
If something is important, they will direct 
message you

It can be time consuming if you follow a lot
of people

Updates in your Twitter feed are not
worth reading

You SHoULD read every update that
appears in your Twitter feed



START

Congratulations!
You have just completed an Introductory Guide to Twitter.

It is hoped that the information provided will get you started on 
your way with using Twitter.

For more information please see these sites:

The official help section at Twitter.com

Twitter Fan Wiki

http://twitter.com/help/start
http://twitter.pbworks.com/
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